PowerOn: A Complete Tool to
Power Episys for Credit Unions
The marketplace is changing quickly.
These changes often require core
platform customization. Circumstances
dictate that flexibility is the key to
success in providing core processing
services. The use of open, common
programming protocols enables
maximum flexibility for changes.
Symitar, Synergent’s core processing
partner, takes this technological
challenge very seriously, and they have created a tool that both Synergent
programmers and credit union IT departments can use. Synergent uses this
tool, called PowerOn, allowing control to be placed directly in the hands
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•

Reporting

- Nick Chasse

•

File Maintenance

•

Data integration

•

Peripheral integration

•

Data entry and transaction validation

•

Email generation

What this software does:
•

Supports the development of user defined queries and inquiry screens

•

Supports the on-demand generation of custom reports, forms, and
member correspondence

•

Enables validation of data entry

What this software does for you with Synergent’s programing support:
•

Maximizes the functionality and flexibility of Episys

•

Expedites responses to member and market demands

•

Reduces operating costs and labor requirements

The Synergent programming team has created an HTML Account Summary
page that is included with ID scanning and modules that enable credit
unions to have a program that functions like overdraft protection. Other
PowerOn programs include highly customizing an Account Cross Sell
module, implementing reward checking programs at our data center, and
programming batch interfaces for ALM programs or general ledgers.

For more information
about PowerOn, contact
Fred Barber
Account Executive
1-800-341-0180, ext. 593
fbarber@synergentcorp.com
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